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QUESTION 1

A travel reservation servicing case includes a service level for responding to requests. The service level intervals vary
according to passenger status, class of service, and fare type. 

Which implementation satisfies this requirement? 

A. Create a single property circumstanced rule and a when rule 

B. Create a multivariate circumstanced rule and a when rule 

C. Create a multivariate circumstanced rule, a circumstance definition, and a circumstance template 

D. Create a single property circumstanced rule 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In the following example, the Purchasing, PurchasingInt, and Inventory rulesets are configured for application validation.
MyCo and MyCoInt are configured for ruleset validation. The prerequisites for MyCo are MyCoInt and Inventory. The
prerequisite for MyCoInt is Pega-ProcessCommander. 

Which of the following two statements are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. Rules in MyCo can reference rules in Purchasing 

B. Rules in MyCoInt can reference rules in MyCo 

C. Rules in Inventory can reference rules in MyCo 

D. Rules in Purchasing can reference rules in Inventory 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Business users are not able to update a delegated business rule. Select two possible causes. (Choose two.) 

A. The business users do not have appropriate privileges in the access group 
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B. The availability of the delegated business rule is set to Blocked 

C. The delegated business rule is currently being executed by another user 

D. The delegated business rule is not in an unlocked production ruleset 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://community.pega.com/support/support-articles/unable-edit-delegated-rule-portal 

 

QUESTION 4

Teams X and Y work on different enhancements in the same ruleset. The release date for each enhancement is
uncertain. 

Which two options allow each team to keep its work separate? (Choose two.) 

A. Apply privileges to the rules each team configures 

B. Create a new ruleset version for one of the teams 

C. Create access groups for each of the teams 

D. Create a branch ruleset for each team 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two design configuration limit the need for horizontal scrolling when an application is used on a mobile device?
(Choose two.) 

A. Configure UI controls to use native controls on mobile devices 

B. Hide noncritical columns 

C. Set the width for layouts in percentages 

D. Use grid layouts rather than repeating dynamic layouts to display tabular data 

Correct Answer: AC 
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